
                    

                           WHAT  MOTIVATES  YOU  AS  A  STUD  BREEDER 

Because we as stud breeders share this world and the worlds value systems 
with all the rest of the human race we are also influenced by the forces that 
drive those value systems. 

Especially in the western capitalistic society of which we are part your worth or 
value is often measured according to your financial standing.  The more we 
own or have, the more important we become.  The status we often enjoy in 
society is mostly measured by our financial success or lack of it. 

How do I measure my self-worth? 

To add to man’s dilemma is the undisputed fact that we are all driven by the 
one big question “Have I got what it takes?”  to have this question answered in 
the affirmative by our spouse, kids, family, friends and business associates we 
are often inclined to do or say the dumbest of things to get our way or prove a 
point, thinking that this will get others to think “I have what it takes”.  The sad 
thing however is that nothing we do or say to impress others that “I have what 
it takes” answers the question inside of us.  We continue to feel inadequate!  
This leads to us doing even more stupid things to prove our worth.  Very few of 
us in our lifetime will ever learn to be content with who we are and with what 
we have got, living our life to the full with the God given talents we have 
received, knowing through God’s grace that we have what it takes and don’t 
have to burn ourselves out trying to prove it.  We can know that we have truly 
achieved this when we truly love our wives, provide for our families, are the 
fathers our kids deserve and still have time to joyfully fulfil the great 
commission we were all called for.  I truly hope you know what this great 
commission is or else your life will have no purpose in the end. 

Back to stud breeding. 

  Our stud breeding will be influenced by a further two forces namely need and 
greed.  Young farmers starting out as stud breeders are often driven by need.  
Having to work with borrowed capital and having to provide for a new and 
often extended family brings financial pressures to bear on the young farmer.  
Accounts have to be paid tomorrow and the bank manager wants his payment 



by the end of the week.  Money is needed immediately thus a plan must be 
made today.  Having to jump around like a cat on a hot plate forces you to 
make decisions about your stud breeding that renders results today.  The 
breed of animal and society you are dealing with is manipulated to provide as 
much money as soon as possible to provide for your need. 

How the system is manipulated to meet your need 

I was there so I know what I am talking about.  I fed, managed, groomed, bred 
and marketed animals so as to make money tomorrow morning very 
successfully.  I have to admit however the long term genetic improvement of 
the breeds I was busy with was the furthest thing on my mind although I was a 
master at saying all the right things to impress potential buyers about all I was 
doing to improve the fertility, growth etc. of the breed.  You see I knew the 
buyer out there so well and the majority are still the same today.  All I needed 
to do is to put in the sale ring the best looking animal possible no matter how I 
manipulated that animal by way of feeding, management, grooming or 
breeding.  Finally marketing the animal was most important and getting the 
right people to make the right noises at the auction was what was needed to 
again get a record price or even a world record price.  You see it did not really 
matter to me whether the mother battled to lamb or calf - had a late 1st calving 
or lambing date or had a long inter calving period. Whether the animal was 
way too big to perform in a natural environment was of no concern to me.  I 
knew the buyer did not really care but would pay me only for the perfect 
picture I presented him in the sale ring.  I was in this manner most capable of 
manipulating a society and its rules and the breed to meet my short term 
financial needs. 

Driven by greed 

Other stud breeders are again driven by greed.  This works in exactly the same 
way as discussed above except they are much more dangerous.  They do not 
really need the money but are driven by greed and will stop at nothing to 
satisfy their hunger for more no matter what Society, breed or individual is 
hurt in the process. They mainly cause the division in Societies by falsely 
accusing fellow breeders and starting rumours all just to satisfy their greed for 
a bigger slice of the cake. 



The role models 

Fortunately there are also those exceptional breeders that have reached 
maturity in the stud industries and have learned to love and respect the breed 
more than the money.  They do not mind being critical of their breed where 
they feel it is necessary.  They realize that only by being highly critical of their 
breed can they in this competitive environment improve their breed to meet 
the stringent demand of the commercial industry. 

These icons in the various societies really live for and with their animals.  They 
know each one personally, what they eat, when they eat, where they eat, how 
they give birth and nurse their young.  They know their moods and their 
temperament.  They know each one’s reproduction and production potential 
and also how they breed phenotypically.  They love to breed animals and not 
buy in animals. 

These special breeders are often very good businessman as well. They 
concentrate on making money over a long and extended period because of the 
confidence their clients have in them for the good advice given and honesty at 
all times even if it means running down their own animal at times.  They also 
often have that rare gift of being able to pass on their skills and value systems 
to their next generation allowing for financial and life’s blessings for 
generations to follow. 

If these breeders are fortunate to receive a good price for one of their animals 
there is very little joy about the money but extreme joy that someone had 
found their animal worthy of a good price.  The next day you will probably find 
this kind of breeder in the veld thanking his Maker for the blessing received 
and literally speaking to the rest of the herd and telling them what one of their 
herd had achieved. 

Appreciation and commitment 

I appreciate the fact that my late father in a very humble manner taught me so 
much of what I have been able to share with you in this article.  In every 
society I have been a part of I have encountered some of these exceptional 
stud breeders, role models to be admired. 



I am only to aware of my own short comings but invite all of you who have 
read this article to join me as we further seek the bit of knowledge but loads of 
wisdom and common sense these great breeders had. Hopefully with time we 
will learn what it means to be a great stud breeder and an asset to our society 
and true custodians of our breed, always wanting to give more than we are 
hoping to receive. 


